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	Stochastic Modeling and Analysis of Telecoms Networks, 9781848212381 (1848212380), John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book addresses the stochastic modeling of telecommunication networks, introducing the main mathematical tools for that purpose, such as Markov processes, real and spatial point processes and stochastic recursions, and presenting a wide list of results on stability, performances and comparison of systems.

	The authors propose a comprehensive mathematical construction of the foundations of stochastic network theory: Markov chains, continuous time Markov chains are extensively studied using an original martingale-based approach. A complete presentation of stochastic recursions from an ergodic theoretical perspective is also provided, as well as spatial point processes.

	Using these basic tools, stability criteria, performance measures and comparison principles are obtained for a wide class of models, from the canonical M/M/1 and G/G/1 queues to more sophisticated systems, including the current “hot topics” of spatial radio networking, OFDMA and real-time networks.
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	Part 1: Discrete-time Modeling

	2. Stochastic Recursive Sequences.

	3. Markov Chains.

	4. Stationary Queues.

	5. The M/GI/1 Queue.

	Part 2: Continuous-time Modeling

	6. Poisson Process.

	7. Markov Process.

	8. Systems with Delay.

	9. Loss Systems.

	Part 3: Spatial Modeling
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PrefactoringO'Reilly, 2005
More often than not, developers will stop a large project in  the middle of the build stage to rethink and recode the software design so it's  cleaner and more efficient. Known as "refactoring," this process eats up  valuable time and money. To help offset refactoring, this book presents a new  process called...


		

Optimization Software Class Libraries (Operations Research/Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2002
Stefan Voß and David Woodruff have edited a carefully refereed volume by experts on optimization software class libraries. The book focuses on flexible and powerful collections of computational objects for addressing complex optimization problems. These component class libraries are suitable for use in the increasing number of optimization...

		

Beginning Access 2003 VBA (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
Microsoft Access 2003 is a powerful database application that allows you to build standalone and client-server database applications. Access applications are used in many enterprises for storing inventory and maintaining customer records, sales data, or nearly any other type of data that needs tracking. Access has powerful wizards and tools that...




	

Introduction to Online Payments Risk ManagementO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you've been tasked with building a team to handle risk management for online payments (RMP), this practical introduction provides a framework for choosing the technologies and personnel you need. Author and financial services executive Ohad Samet explains the components of payments risk management, and presents a coherent...



		

Beginning iOS Storyboarding: Using Xcode (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012


	In editions of Rory’s previous book iPhone and iPad Apps for Absolute Beginners (Apress), there

	were only two ways to teach the reader how to make an iOS app user interface. The first was to

	write everything in code, and the other was to use Interface Builder to compose a Windows-based

	app. But things have changed with...

		

An Introduction to Trading in the Financial Markets SET: An Introduction to Trading in the Financial Markets: Technology: Systems, Data, and NetworksAcademic Press, 2011

	This book is the third in a set of books that address the trading markets. We use the term “trading markets” because that is the most general term we can find for the portion of the financial markets sometimes imprecisely referred to as the securities markets. (We explained these distinctions in Book 1, An Introduction to Trading...
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